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Darkflash DK210 computer case (black)

Darkflash DK210 computer case
With  the  DK210 computer  case  you  will  build  your  computer,  while  taking  care  of  proper  space  organization.  The  side  panels  can  be
quickly and conveniently removed, making it much easier to clean and expand your hardware. The model also allows you to achieve an
optimal  cooling system, and built-in  ports  such as USB 3.0 allow convenient installation of  cabling.  The side and front  of  the case are
made of durable tempered glass, which gives it a unique and stylish character.
 
Stylish and functional design
The side panels of the case are mounted with wing screws, making their eventual removal extremely easy. So you can easily clean the
hardware or upgrade it with new parts. However, that's not all! The tempered glass panel located on the front has been laser engraved -
you can synchronize it with the RGB lighting for a stylish, gaming effect.
 
Equipped with essential ports
Several I/O ports have been placed on the top of the chassis to help you avoid cabling problems and provide unparalleled convenience.
These include USB 3.0,  USB 2.0  and HD audio,  among others.  So  with  Darkflash you'll  enjoy  lightning-fast  file  transfers,  among other
things!
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Excellent space organization
The case has been designed to allow you to conveniently install components while keeping things neat and tidy. Appropriate holes and
straps allow you to take care of proper cable placement, and special brackets are perfect for installing HDDs or SSDs. You will also decide
how you will mount the GPU - horizontally or vertically (in this case you will need a PCI-E cable, which must be purchased separately).
 
Create an optimal cooling system
With  Darkflash  you  will  reduce  the  risk  of  your  computer  overheating.  The  front  panel  of  the  case  is  equipped  with  vents  for  better
cooling of the hardware. The model allows the installation of several fans. It is also compatible with heatsinks - up to 360 mm in the front,
up to 120 mm in the back, and up to 240 mm at the top.
 
Manufacturer
Darkflash
Model
DK210
Enclosure type
ATX
Side panel
Tempered glass
Front panel
Tempered glass
Backlighting
RGB (front)
Motherboard standard
ATX, M-ATX, ITX
Power supply standard
Bottom, ATX 200mm
Internal bays 2.5/3.5"
3.5" HDD x2 / 2.5 "SSD x2
Expansion card slots
7
Maximum graphics card length
360 mm
Max. CPU cooling height
160 mm
Maximum number of fans
7
Fan mounting options
Front: 120 mm fan x2; 140 mm fan x3; 200 mm fan x2
Rear: 120 mm fan x1; 140 mm fan x1
Top: 120 mm fan x3; 140 mm fan x2
(no fans included)
Water cooling mounting options
Front: 240 mm water cooling; 360 mm water cooling
Top: 240 mm water cooling
Rear: 120 mm water cooling
Number of fans installed
0
Buttons and controls
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Power, reset, LED
Connectors
USB 3.0 x1, USB 2.0 x2, HD audio
Material
0.6 mm SPCC
Color
Black
Height
480 mm
Width
410 mm
Depth
210 mm
Weight
8.05 kg

Price:

€ 64.00

Gaming, PC Cases
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